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Introduction:  The NASA Lunar Reconnaissance 

Orbiter (LRO) has operated for over 10 years, accumu-
lating an unprecedented volume and variety of data 
characterizing the lunar surface. One such collection is 
that obtained by the Miniature Radio Frequency Exper-
iment (Mini-RF). Mini-RF monostatic data have been 
quasi-controlled or controlled to other datasets. Until re-
cently, Mini-RF bistatic data have been difficult to spa-
tially register with other lunar datasets. Here we present 
registered Mini-RF bistatic data in a GIS framework – 
for the purpose of facilitating co-analysis with other lu-
nar datasets. 

Background: Mini-RF is a hybrid-polarized syn-
thetic aperture radar (SAR) that operates at S-band 
(=12.6 cm) and X/C-Band (=4.2 cm) frequencies [1]. 
From launch of the LRO spacecraft in June of 2009 
through to December of 2010, Mini-RF utilized a mon-
ostatic architecture (i.e., instrument antenna operates as 
the transmitter and receiver). In that time, Mini-RF col-
lected data that covered > 66% of the lunar surface and 
> 95% of the lunar poles. These data are available through 
the PDS at the Washington University in St. Louis Planetary 
Data System (PDS) Geosciences node (https://pds-
geosciences.wustl.edu/missions/lro/default.html) and include 
quasi-controlled global mosaics [2]. In addition, controlled 
mosaics of these data for both poles have been produced by 
the USGS [3]. 

In May of 2012, Mini-RF transitioned to a bistatic 
architecture using the Arecibo Observatory (AO) and 
Goldstone deep space communications complex an-
tenna DSS-13 as transmitters. To date, 37 S-band and 
72 X-band bistatic observations have been collected of 
the lunar nearside and poles (Figure 1). These data are 
processed into radar images using a time-domain back-
projection algorithm [4] that is sensitive to input topog-
raphy.  

An initial version of that algorithm formed radar im-
ages assuming a spherical Moon. While this choice did 
not affect overall data quality, it caused non-systematic 
errors in registration for each collect. This resulted in 
uniform pixel offsets of typically 2-3 km from true lo-
cation, with the exact amount unique to each collect. 
Some collects also exhibited internal registration errors 
resulting in additional offset which varied across the 
length and width of the collect.  

Recent improvements to that algorithm [5] have al-
lowed the incorporation of a low resolution topographic 
model of the lunar surface (LOLA LDEM4). This pro-
vides the means for projection of the data into a GIS 

framework, wherein these offsets can be corrected and 
individual collects can be mosaicked to provide single-
file records of all data collected during each of the in-
strument’s extended missions.  

Methodology: We created a database of georefer-
enced mosaics for all Mini-RF bistatic collects to date, 
which are readily manipulated by both commercial and 
open source geographical information systems (GIS). 
This allows simple access to Mini-RF data in a format 
which is ingestible by a wide array of GIS platforms, in 
turn providing access to a variety of spatial and statisti-
cal tools.  

Data from all Mini-RF collects are contained in 
eight separate Tiff-formatted mosaics containing the 
four Stoke’s products (S1-S4) and circular polarization 
ratio (CPR), as well as rasterized records of the phase, 
emission, and incidence angle for each collect. A vector 
shapefile exists for each mosaic which indicates the spa-
tial extent of each collect within the mosaic, as well as 
providing metadata such as orbit number, collection 
date, and wavelength to allow data searches based on 
these characteristics (Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1: Location and extent of Mini-RF bistatic data cover-
age by mission period. Collect outlines are produced using the 
shapefile footprints described in the text.  
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To remedy registration offsets, we performed affine 
transformations using three or fewer tie points to re-
move the uniform offset of each collect without warping 
of individual pixels. These tie points where selected by 
a visual assessment of each S1 product and identifica-
tion of regionally unique pixel groups, typically mor-
phological features or crater rims. Corresponding pixel 
groups were then located on the LRO Wide Angle Cam-
era (WAC) [6] 100m/pixel Global Morphology Mosaic 
with projection supported by a 100m/pixel WAC de-
rived DEM (GLD100) [7]. From each group, a pair of 
corresponding pixels was selected and the S1 pixel 
transposed to the location of the WAC pixel. For col-
lects exhibiting nonlinear offsets, priority was given to 
minimizing error at the target of the collect. 

Data integration: One hindrance to effective co-
analysis using multiple lunar data types remains the dis-
parate data formats and spatial references frequently en-
countered between different PDS repositories. In order 
to minimize this barrier, and promote ongoing integra-
tive analysis between Mini-RF bistatic data and other 
LRO instruments, we include several additional data 
products which provide complimentary information. 
Each was converted to the same georeferencing and for-
mat as the Mini-RF collects, allowing for the same ease 
of use within a GIS framework as the Mini-RF mosaics 
described previously.  

 
Figure 2: Mosaic of Mini-RF bistatic S1 data covering Ar-

istarchus plateau, with LROC WAC morphological basemap. 
This illustrates the utility of this data package to offer quick 
and simple data integration for spatial analysis. 

 

To facilitate morphological studies, we include the 
WAC Global Morphology Mosaic described previ-
ously. This mosaic offers consistent solar incidence an-
gles (55-75 deg) at 643 nm wavelength and identical 
spatial resolution to Mini-RF bistatic data (100m/pix) 
[8], allowing for simple integration with Mini-RF bi-
static data within a spatial analysis engine (e.g., Figure 
2). Morphological analysis is further enabled by a 
512m/pixel stereo-derived terrain model, which was 
previously created from laser altimetry elevation meas-
urements corrected for orbital and geolocation errors [9] 
and included here as a georegistered Tiff-formatted mo-
saic.  

The Diviner 7-channel radiometer experiment has 
created several notable datasets which may aide in anal-
ysis using Mini-RF data. We selected for inclusion the 
near-global (±60 degrees) temperature-variance rock 
abundance map and rock-free regolith temperature 
maps [10]. Given the current research emphasis on char-
acterizing polar volatile quantity and distribution using 
lunar remote sensing [11], we include rasterized Diviner 
south pole average and seasonal maximum/minimum 
temperatures for the South pole region from -90 to -70 
degrees. These datasets will work in tandem with Mini-
RF bistatic CPR as ongoing studies continue to charac-
terize the distribution and deposit depth of lunar vola-
tiles [12,13]. 

 Conclusion: This data package will be made avail-
able to the community, allowing more efficient explora-
tion of multiple research topics—including polar vola-
tiles—and benefitting ongoing studies in support of fu-
ture missions. These data are analysis-ready, with sig-
nificantly less pre-processing requirements than most 
PDS records. Feedback from initial users will inform the 
inclusion of additional datasets deemed useful beyond 
those already outlined.  
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